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String theory is an endeavor to unify the theory of the very large - gravitational

physics - with the theory of the very small - quantum mechanics. In this

endeavor, string theory gave birth to countless innovations in mathematics and

in return gave new meaning to various mathematical developments during the

past decades. For example, the discovery of Calabi-Yau geometries in

mathematics led to their natural application in string theory in order to reduce

string theory’s 10-dimensional spacetime into what we observe in nature:

4-dimensional spacetime.

In this colloquium, I wil l overview the interplay between Calabi-Yau

geometries and supersymmetric gauge theories that are realized in string theory. By

doing so, we will see the appearance of dimers in string theory that also

appear in chemistry to describe molecular structure and in physics as statistical

mechanical systems. In mathematics, dimers are studied as a particular type of

graphs and their connection to Calabi-Yau geometries is naturally realized

through string theory. If time permits, the colloquium will conclude with a

discussion on how the appearance of geometry and graphs in string theory

leads to recent natural applications of machine learning and artificial intelligence in

string theory and at the interface of mathematics and theoretical physics. 
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